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COMP110 – Optional WS1 

1. Given the following functions, answer the questions. 

function bar (foo: number): number { 

  foo = foo * 2; 

  print (foo); 

  return foo; 

} 

(a) Label the following parts of the given function definition: 

1. Name  

2. Return type 

3. Parameter(s) 

 

(b) Is there any argument in the code? If so how many and where are they? 

 

 

(c) In your own words, explain the difference between an argument and a 

parameter. 

 

 

function findMid(low: number, high: number): void { 

  let midpoint: number = (low + high) / 2; 

  print(“The midpoint of ” + x + “and ” + y + “is ” + midpoint); 

} 

 

(d) What is the value of middle when findMid(13, 7) is called? 

 

 

(e) Is anything returned by the function call in (d)? 

 

 

(f) Is anything printed out by the function call in (d)? 

 

 

(g) What is the difference between a return statement and a print statement? 

 

 

 

 

2. Below is a single program containing some functions and statements.  

A function greeting(): void { 

   print(“Hello!”); 

} 

B function farewell(): void { 
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   print (“Bye.”); 

} 

C function introduce(name: string): void { 

   print(“My name is ” + name); 

} 

D function startConversation(): void { 

   print(“Conversation started…”); 

   greeting(); 

   introduce(“Kit”); 

   farewell(); 

} 

F startConversation(); 

 

(a) Is there any functions defined in the code? If so, how many? Is there any variable defined in the code? If 

so, how many? 

 

(b) Write down, when the program runs, what is the order that the A-F code blocks are executed? 

 

(c) Write down what will be the printed outputs after the code runs? 

 

 

(d) In block D, why do we put “Kit” in the parentheses while calling introduce but put nothing while calling 

the functions greeting and farewell?  

 

3. Given the requirements on the left, implement functions on the right. 

1. Name the function compare. 

2. The function returns nothing. 

3. The function takes in 2 number type 

parameters, and are called num1 and 

num2 respectively. 

4. The function prints – 

 -1 if num1 is less than num2 

 0 if num1 is equal to num2 

 1 if num1 is greater than num2 

 

 

 

Write a function with two parameters of 

type number, that takes the average of 

the parameters and returns it as a 

number value. 
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Solution 

1. (a) Name: bar; return type: number; parameter: foo (number) 

1. (b) There is one argument. foo is passed in as an argument for function call print.  

1. (d) 10 

1. (e) Nothing returned since the function’s return type is void (i.e. returns nothing). 

1. (f) The following string is printed out:  

The midpoint of 13 and 7 is 10 

 

2. (a) Yes, 4, yes, 1 which is name (string) 

2. (b) FDACB 

2. (c)  Conversation started… 

Hello! 

My name is Kit 

Bye. 

2. (d) Because the function definition of introduce specifies one string parameter, so when we invoke 

the function we have to provide a string, in this case “Kit”, as the matching argument. Similarly for 

the other functions, they require no parameters so we give zero argument while calling them. 

 

3.  

function compare(num1: number, num2: number): void { 

   if (num1 < num2) { 

       print(-1); 

   } else if (num1 === num2) { 

       print(0); 

   } else { 

       print(1); 

   } 

} 

function average (x: number, y: number): number { 

 return (x + y) / 2; 

} 

 


